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Abstract
Local algorithms are common tools for estimating intrinsic volumes from black-
and-white digital images. However, these algorithms are typically biased in the
design based setting, even when the resolution tends to infinity. Moreover, im-
ages recorded in practice are most often blurred grey-scale images rather than
black-and-white. In this paper, an extended definition of local algorithms, ap-
plying directly to grey-scale images without thresholding, is suggested. We
investigate the asymptotics of these new algorithms when the resolution tends
to infinity and apply this to construct estimators for surface area and inte-
grated mean curvature that are asymptotically unbiased in certain natural
settings.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we shall investigate the class of so-called local algorithms [6, 15] used
for estimation of surface area and integrated mean curvature from digital images.
These algorithms are commonly used in applied sciences for analysing digital output
data from e.g. microscopes and scanners, see [6, 8, 10]. The main reason for the popu-
larity of local algorithms is that they allow simple linear time implementations [11].
However, this efficiency is usually paid for by a lack of accuracy [4, 15].
Local algorithms have so far only been defined for black-and-white images, see
e.g. [14]. In a black-and-white image of a geometric object X ⊆ Rd, each pixel
is coloured black if the midpoint lies in X and white otherwise. The use of local
algorithms thus requires that we are able to measure precisely whether or not a given
point belongs to X. In practice, however, such exact measurements are typically not
possible, since the light coming from each point is spread out following a point spread
function (PSF). The result is a grey-scale image where each pixel is assigned a grey-
tone corresponding to a measured light intensity between 0 and 1. The standard way
of overcoming this problem is to convert the image to black-and-white by choosing
a threshold limit β ∈ [0, 1) and converting all pixels with grey-value greater than β
to black and all others to white.
As a natural way of assessing a local algorithm, we test it in the design based
setting where the object under study has been randomly translated with respect
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to the observer before the image is recorded. Ideally, the estimator should be unbi-
ased, at least asymptotically when the resolution tends to infinity. For black-and-
white images, surface area and integrated mean curvature can generally not be
estimated without an asymptotic bias unless it coincides with the Euler characteris-
tic [4, 15, 16]. To make the asymptotic behaviour of grey-scale images well-defined
it is necessary to make some assumptions on how the PSF changes with increased
resolution. In this paper, we will assume that measurements become more accurate
with increased resolution, see the precise assumption and a discussion of this in
Subsection 2.1 below.
Most previous asymptotic studies for black-and-white images do not take the
thresholding process into account. For volume estimators, some first studies for sim-
ple PSF’s were performed in [2, 5] and in [13], estimators for the Euler characteristic
are studied in 2D. The first purpose of this paper is to study the effect of thresholding
on local algorithms.
On the other hand, most of the information hidden in the grey-values is thrown
away in the thresholding process. The second purpose of this paper is to give an
extended definition of local algorithms, see Subsection 2.3, that exploits the avail-
able information in the grey-scale image better but still leads to fast computations.
Finally we are going to study the asymptotic bias of these estimators.
1.1 Results and applications
The asymptotic studies of local algorithms will be based on three theoretical formulas
extending [5, Theorem 2]. In Section 3 this theorem is extended to larger classes of
PSF’s and in Section 5 it is extended to a second order formula. The techniques
involved in the proofs are similar to those used in [5] and [14].
From the theoretical formulas we obtain some applications to surface area es-
timation in Section 4, and in Section 6 we apply the results to estimators for the
integrated mean curvature and the first order bias of surface area estimators in finite
high resolution. We summarize some of the main findings here.
Assuming only mild conditions on the PSF, we first consider surface area esti-
mators applied to the class of so-called gentle sets, see Definition 3.1 below. This
class includes for instance all manifolds and all polyconvex sets. For black-and-white
local algorithms applied to thresholded images, we find that the asymptotic bias is
the same as for black-and-white images, see Subsection 4.1. In particular, local al-
gorithms applied to thresholded images are not asymptotically unbiased.
In contrast to this, Subsection 4.2 shows that if the PSF is rotation invariant,
asymptotically unbiased estimators based directly on the grey-values are plenty. As
a simple example, the estimator counting the number of grey-values in some interval
I ⊆ (0, 1) has the correct asymptotic mean up to a constant factor. Moreover, if I is
symmetric around 1
2
, the first order bias in high resolution vanishes. This algorithm
is clearly both simple and fast and it can even be applied if the grey-values in the
output data are only given discretely.
For more general classes of PSF’s we obtain a description of the worst case asymp-
totic error. This could be used to search for estimators minimizing the asymptotic
bias.
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With stronger assumptions on both the PSF and the smoothness of the boun-
dary of the underlying set X, we find in Subsection 6.3 that if the PSF is rotation
invariant, also asymptotically unbiased estimators for the integrated mean curvature
do exist. One example is given by the estimator that counts the number of grey-
values in the interval (β, 1
2
) and subtracts the number of grey-values in (1
2
, 1 − β)
for a suitable β ∈ (0, 1
2
). For thresholded images, the asymptotic mean is a little
more complicated than in the black-and-white case, now depending on the PSF, see
Subsection 6.1.
All results of this paper are theoretical. The practical usefulness of local algo-
rithms for grey-scale images is discussed in the final Section 7.
2 Local digital algorithms
In this section we introduce local digital estimators for the surface area 2Vd−1(X) and
integrated mean curvature 2pi(d − 1)−1Vd−2(X) of a ‘sufficiently nice’ set X ⊆ Rd.
Both quantities are examples of the so-called intrinsic volumes Vq, q = 0, . . . , d,
hence we shall use this term when referring to both, see e.g. [12].
2.1 Models for digital images
Let L be the lattice in Rd spanned by the ordered basis v1, . . . , vd ∈ Rd and let
Cv =
⊕d
i=1[0, vi] be the fundamental cell of the lattice. As we shall later be scaling
the lattice, we may as well assume that the volume det(v1, . . . , vd) of Cv is 1. For
c ∈ Rd, we let Lc = L+ c denote the translated lattice.
We shall think of the pixels in a digital image as the translations of Cv that
have midpoints in Lc. Let X ⊆ Rd be a geometric object. The information about X
hidden in a black-and-white image corresponds to the set of black pixel midpoints
X ∩ Lc .
For grey-scale images, we assume that the light coming from each point is spread
out following a point spread function which is independent of the position of the
point. That is, the light that reaches the observer is given by the intensity function
θX,ρ : Rd → [0, 1]
where the intensity measured at x ∈ Rd is given by
θX,ρ(x) =
∫
X
ρ(z − x)dz.
Here ρ is the PSF, which is assumed to be a measurable function satisfying ρ ≥ 0
and
∫
Rd
ρdHd = 1 where Hd is the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure. A digital image
in the grey-scale setting is the restriction of θX,ρ to the observation lattice Lc.
A simple example of a PSF is ρB = Hd(B)−11B where B ⊆ Rd is a Borel set
of non-zero finite volume and 1B denotes the indicator function. At every point
x ∈ Rd, θX,ρB(x) measures the volume of (x + B) ∩ X. For instance, if B equals
C0 = Cv− 12
∑d
i=1 vi, the grey-value of a pixel measures the fraction of the pixel that
is contained in X. This PSF is studied thoroughly in 2D in [2]. Another interesting
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example is when B is the ball B(R) of radius R > 0. It may also be relevant
to consider various continuous approximations to these caused by imprecisions of
measurements near the boundary of B.
In other applications, it is more relevant to consider a PSF with non-compact
support. The main example to have in mind is the Gaussian
ρGauss(x) =
1
(
√
2piσ)d
exp
(
− |x|
2
2σ2
)
which yields a good approximation of most PSF’s occurring in practice [7].
We say that a PSF is reflection invariant if ρ(x) = ρ(−x) and rotation invariant
if ρ(x) depends only on |x|. For instance, ρB(R) and ρGauss are rotation invariant,
while ρC0 is only reflection invariant.
A change of resolution to a−1 for some a > 0 corresponds to a change of lattice
from L to aL. We assume that the precision of the measurements changes in such a
way that the PSF in resolution a−1 is
ρa(x) = a
−dρ(a−1x).
The corresponding intensity function is denoted
θX,ρa (x) =
∫
X
ρa(z − x)dz = a−d
∫
X
ρ(a−1(z − x))dz.
The PSF is omitted from the notation whenever it is clear from the context.
In some applications, e.g. for ρB or in some cases where the blurring is caused by
the optical device, this transformation of ρ with the resolution is natural. For ρC0 it
simply means that pixels become smaller in higher resolution. In other situations,
e.g. if the light is spread out before it reaches the lense, it may be impossible for
the observer to affect the blurring or a different transformation is more realistic.
However, in this paper we restrict ourselves to the above setting.
2.2 Local algorithms for black-and-white images
We first recall the definition of local algorithms in the case of black-and-white images,
see e.g. [15, Section 2] for more details and justifications of such algorithms.
An n×· · ·×n lattice cell is a set of the form Cnz = (z+
⊕d
i=1[0, nvi)) where z ∈ L.
The set of lattice points lying in such a cell is denoted by Cnz,0 = C
n
z ∩L. An n×· · ·×n
configuration is a pair (B,W ) where B,W ⊆ Cn0,0 are disjoint with B ∪W = Cn0,0.
We index these by (Bl,Wl) for l = 0, . . . , 2
nd − 1 where B0 =W2nd−1 = ∅.
A local digital algorithm in the sense of [15] estimates Vq by a weighted sum of
configuration counts:
Definition 2.1. A local digital estimator Vˆq for Vq based on the image X ∩ aLc is
an estimator of the form
Vˆ aLcq (X) = a
q
2n
d
−1∑
l=1
wlN
aLc
l (X)
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where
NaLcl (X) =
∑
z∈aLc
1{z+aBl⊆X}1{z+aWl⊆Rd\X}
is the total number of occurrences of the configuration (Bl,Wl) in the image and the
constants wl ∈ R are called the weights.
Note that we assume the weights to be homogeneous in the sense of [15]. In all
the algorithms used in practice, the weights are homogeneous.
Suppose a grey-scale digital image is thresholded at level β ∈ [0, 1). This means
that the set of black lattice points is now {z ∈ aLc | θXa (z) > β}. Replacing X ∩ aLc
by this set in Definition 2.1, the resulting estimator becomes
Vˆ (β)aLcq (X) = a
q
2n
d
−1∑
l=1
wlN(β)
aLc
l (X) (2.1)
where
N(β)aLcl (X) =
∑
z∈aLc
1{θXa (z+aBl)⊆(β,1]}
1{θXa (z+aWl)⊆[0,β]}
.
2.3 Local algorithms in the grey-scale setting
We now suggest a more general definition of local algorithms based directly on
grey-scale images. An n × · · · × n configuration in the grey-scale setting is a point
θXa (aC
n
z,0) ∈ [0, 1]nd. Each configuration must thus be weighted not by a finite col-
lection of weights but by a function f : [0, 1]n
d → R. This leads to the following
definition:
Definition 2.2. A local estimator Vˆq for Vq is an estimator of the form
Vˆ (f)aLcq (X) = a
q
∑
z∈Lc
f(θXa (aC
n
z,0))
where f : [0, 1]n
d → R is a Borel function.
To ensure finiteness of estimators on compact sets, we assume that f(0) = 0
and, if ρ has non-compact support, we also assume supp f ⊆ (0, 1].
To ensure integrability of z 7→ f ◦ θXa (aCnz,0) when X is compact, we moreover
assume that f is bounded.
In the definition, one could of course let f depend on both lattice distance a > 0
and position z ∈ Rd, but due to the homogeneity and translation invariance of
intrinsic volumes, we restrict ourselves to the estimators in Definition 2.2.
Algorithms of this type have already been considered in [2] and [9]. Also (2.1)
is a special case of this, but Definition 2.2 allows a much more refined use of the
grey-values. Apart from (2.1), we shall mainly consider estimators with n = 1,
corresponding to estimators of the form
Vˆ (f)aLcq (X) = a
q
∑
z∈Lc
f(θXa (az)) (2.2)
where f : [0, 1]→ R is as in Definition 2.2.
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2.4 Convergence in the design based setting
We shall investigate local algorithms for digital grey-scale images in the design based
setting. This may be modeled as the situation where X ⊆ Rd is held fixed while the
observation lattice Lc is the translation of L by a uniform random translation vector
c ∈ Cv. The mean of a local estimator applied to a grey-scale image is then
EVˆ (f)aLcq (X) = a
qE
∑
z∈Lc
f(θXa (aC
n
z,0)) = a
q−d
∫
Rd
f ◦ θXa (z + aCn0,0)Hd(dz). (2.3)
As a natural way of assessing a local algorithm in the design based setting, we
study the mean estimator when the resolution goes to infinity. Ideally, the algorithm
would be asymptotically unbiased, i.e.
lim
a→0
EVˆ (f)aLcq (X) = Vq(X)
for all sets X in some family S of subsets of Rd.
In the case of surface area estimation, we more generally consider the worst case
asymptotic relative mean error as a measure for how well an algorithm works:
Err(Vˆ (f)d−1) = sup
X∈S
∣∣∣∣ lima→0EVˆ (f)
aLc
d−1(X)− Vd−1(X)
Vd−1(X)
∣∣∣∣.
3 First order formulas
We first derive some abstract formulas, from which the first order asymptotic be-
haviour of the integral in (2.3) can be determined. These extend the formula by
Kiderlen and Rataj given in [5, Theorem 2] for PSF’s of the form ρB to some larger
classes of PSF’s. Though only considered in their paper as a correction term to vol-
ume estimators, the formulas have applications to surface area estimation as well. We
first introduce some notation and state their results in the language of the present
paper.
For a closed set X ⊆ Rd, we let exo(X) denote the points in Rd not having
a unique nearest point in X. Let ξX : R
d\exo(X) → X be the natural projection
taking a point in Rd\exo(X) to its unique nearest point in X. We define the normal
bundle of X to be the set
N(X) =
{(
x, z−x
|z−x|
) ∈ X × Sd−1 ∣∣ z ∈ Rd\(X ∪ exo(X)), ξX(z) = x}.
For (x, n) ∈ N(X) we define the reach
δ(X ; x, n) = inf{t ≥ 0 | x+ tn ∈ exo(X)} ∈ (0,∞].
Following [5], we introduce the class of gentle sets:
Definition 3.1. A closed set X ⊆ Rd is called gentle if
(i) Hd−1(N(∂X) ∩ (B × Sd−1)) <∞ for any bounded Borel set B ⊆ Rd.
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(ii) For Hd−1–almost all x ∈ ∂X there exist two balls Bin, Bout ⊆ Rd both contain-
ing x and such that Bin ⊆ X, int(Bout) ⊆ Rd\X.
The condition (ii) in the definition means that for almost all x ∈ ∂X there is a
unique pair (x, n(x)) ∈ N(X) with (x, n(x)), (x,−n(x)) ∈ N(∂X).
For n ∈ Sd−1, we let H−t,n denote the halfspace {x ∈ Rd | 〈x, n〉 ≤ t}. For short
we sometimes write Hn = H
−
0,n. For a set S ⊆ Rd, h(S, n) = sup{〈s, n〉 | s ∈ S}
denotes the support function and Sˇ = {−s | s ∈ S}. Finally, ⊕ denotes Minkowski
addition and for t ∈ R, we use the notation t+ = t ∨ 0 = max{t, 0}.
We are now ready to state the first order formula [5, Theorem 2]:
Theorem 3.2 (Kiderlen, Rataj). Let X ⊆ Rd be a closed gentle set and A ⊆ Rd be
bounded measurable. Let β, ω ∈ (0, 1] and B,W, P,Q ⊆ Rd non-empty compact with
Hd(P ),Hd(Q) > 0. Then
lim
a→0
a−1
∫
ξ−1
∂X
(A)
1{
θ
X,ρP
a (x+aB)⊆[β,1]
}1{
θ
X,ρQ
a (x+aW )⊆[0,ω)
}dx
=
∫
∂X∩A
(ϕ˜ρP (β, n)− ϕ˜ρQ(ω, n)− h(B ⊕ Wˇ , n))+dHd−1
where
ϕ˜ρ(β, n) = sup{t ∈ R | θHn,ρ(tn) ≥ β}
for n ∈ Sd−1 and β ∈ (0, 1].
Observe in the definition of ϕ˜ρ that the continuous function
t 7→ θHn,ρ(tn) = θH−−t,n,ρ(0) = θHn,ρa (atn)
is decreasing so that ϕ˜ρ(β, n) is finite decreasing for β ∈ (0, 1].
3.1 The case of compact support
We first generalize Theorem 3.2 to PSF’s that are almost everywhere bounded and
compactly supported. Note how the open and closed ends of the intervals have
been switched in the statement of the theorem. For this reason, the functions ϕ˜ are
replaced by
ϕρ(β, n) = inf{t ∈ R | θHn,ρ(tn) ≤ β} = sup{t ∈ R | θHn,ρ(tn) > β}.
Theorem 3.3. Let X ⊆ Rd be a closed gentle set and A ⊆ Rd bounded measurable.
Let I and J be non-empty finite index sets. For i ∈ I and j ∈ J , let βi, ωj ∈ [0, 1),
Bi,Wj ⊆ Rd be non-empty compact, and ρi, ρj be almost everywhere bounded PSF’s
with compact support. Then
lim
a→0
a−1
∫
ξ−1∂X(A)
∏
i∈I
1{
θ
X,ρi
a (x+aBi)⊆(βi,1]
}∏
j∈J
1{
θ
X,ρj
a (x+aWj)⊆[0,ωj ]
}dx
=
∫
∂X∩A
(min
i∈I
{ϕρi(βi, n)− h(Bi, n)} −max
j∈J
{ϕρj(ωj, n) + h(Wˇj , n)})+dHd−1.
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In the proof we shall use the following notation when a fixed x ∈ ∂X is under-
stood. We write H := H−〈x,n(x)〉,n(x) and after possibly shrinking Bin and Bout, we
assume that they both have the common radius r > 0.
For t ∈ R and s ∈ Rd we write
θXa (t; s) := θ
X
a (x+ a(tn + s)).
The map (t, s) 7→ θXa (t; s) is continuous when X is gentle since ∂X ⊕ B(ε) ↓ ∂X as
ε ↓ 0 and Hd(∂X) = 0 so that by monotone convergence,
|θXa (t′; s′)− θXa (t; s)| =
∣∣∣∣
∫
X−a(t′n+s′)
ρa(z)dz −
∫
X−a(tn+s)
ρa(z)dz
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣
∫
∂X⊕B(a(|t−t′ |+|s−s′|))
ρa(z − (x+ a(tn+ s)))dz
∣∣∣∣
goes to 0 for (t′, s′) → (t, s).
For x ∈ ∂X and s ∈ S ⊆ Rd, let
tX+ (a, β; s) = inf{t ∈ (−δ(∂X, x,−n), δ(∂X, x, n)) | θXa (t; s) ≤ β}
tX− (a, β; s) = sup{t ∈ (−δ(∂X, x,−n), δ(∂X, x, n)) | θXa (t; s) > β}
tX+ (a, β;S) = sup{tX+ (a, β; s) | s ∈ S}
tX− (a, β;S) = inf{tX− (a, β; s) | s ∈ S}.
When t 7→ θXa (t; s) is decreasing, we write
tX(a, β; s) = tX+ (a, β; s) = t
X
− (a, β; s).
Since θHa (t; s) is independent of a, we sometimes just write θ
H
0 (t; s), t
H(0, β; s),
etc. Moreover, θH0 (t; s) = θ
H
0 (t+ 〈s, n〉; 0), so
tH+ (0, β;S) = ϕ(β, n) + h(Sˇ, n)
tH− (0, β;S) = ϕ(β, n)− h(S, n).
Proof of Theorem 3.3. For any gentle set Y ⊆ Rd, let
fYa (x) =
∏
j∈J
1{
θ
Y,ρj
a (x+aWj)⊆[0,ωj ]
}
gYa (x) =
∏
i∈I
1{
θ
Y,ρi
a (x+aBi)⊆(βi,1]
}.
Let D be such that Bi,Wj, supp ρi, supp ρj ⊆ B(D) for all i, j. This ensures that
supp fXa g
X
a ⊆ ∂X ⊕ aB(2D) and hence by [3, Theorem 2.1] that∫
ξ−1
∂X
(A)
fXa (x)g
X
a (x)dx =
d∑
m=1
mκm
∫
N(∂X)
1A(x) (3.1)
×
∫ δ(∂X;x,n)
0
tm−1fXa (x+ tn)g
X
a (x+ tn)dtµd−m(∂X ; d(x, n))
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where κm is the volume of the unit ball in R
m and µm(∂X, ·) are certain signed
measures of locally finite total variation.
First observe that∫ δ(∂X;x,n)
0
tm−1fXa (x+ tn)g
X
a (x+ tn)dt ≤
∫ 2aD
0
tm−1fXa (x+ tn)g
X
a (x+ tn)dt
≤ m−1am(2D)m.
Since each µd−k has locally finite total variation and A is bounded, Lebesgue’s theo-
rem of dominated convergence and the identification of µd−1 given in [5, Equation (8)]
yields
lim
a→0
a−1
d∑
m=1
mκm
∫
N(∂X)
1A(x)
×
∫ 2aD
0
tm−1fXa (x+ tn)g
X
a (x+ tn)dtµd−m(∂X ; d(x, n))
= lim
a→0
a−1κ1
∫
N(∂X)
1A(x)
∫ 2aD
0
fXa (x+ tn)g
X
a (x+ tn)dtµd−1(∂X ; d(x, n))
=
∫
∂X∩A
(
lim
a→0
∫ 2D
−2D
fXa (x+ atn)g
X
a (x+ atn)dt
)
Hd−1(dx)
if the limit exists. Thus we consider the inner integral for x ∈ ∂X fixed.
Observe that
θBina (t; s) ≤ θXa (t; s), θHa (t; s) ≤ θR
d\Bout
a (t; s).
Thus
fBina (x+ atn) ≥ fXa (x+ atn) ≥ fR
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)
gBina (x+ atn) ≤ gXa (x+ atn) ≤ gR
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)
(3.2)
and hence∫ 2D
−2D
fR
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)g
Bin
a (x+ atn)dt ≤
∫ 2D
−2D
fXa (x+ atn)g
X
a (x+ atn)dt (3.3)
≤
∫ 2D
−2D
fBina (x+ atn)g
R
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)dt.
If Yi, i = 1, 2, are gentle sets for which t 7→ θYia (t; s) are decreasing on (−2D, 2D)
for all s with |s| ≤ D, then∫ 2D
−2D
fY1a (x+ atn)g
Y2
a (x+ atn)dt
=
∫ mini∈I{tY2− (a,βi;Bi)}
maxj∈J{t
Y1
+
(a,ωj ;Wj)}
1
{mini∈I{t
Y2
− (a,βi;Bi)}>maxj∈J{t
Y1
+
(a,ωj ;Wj)}
dt (3.4)
= (min
i∈I
{tY2− (a, βi;Bi)−max
j∈J
{tY1+ (a, ωj;Wj)})+.
From now on, we assume 2aD ≤ r. This guarantees that
x+ a(B(2D)⊕ [−2Dn, 2Dn]) ⊆ conv(Bin ∪ Bout)
and thus (3.4) holds for Yi equal to Bin, H , or R
d\Bout. Here [x, y] denotes the line
segment between x and y. Moreover,
(H ∩ (x+ a(tn+ s+ B(D)))− aνn) ⊆ Bin ∩ (x+ a(tn + s+B(D)))
R
d\Bout ∩ (x+ a(tn + s+B(D))) ⊆ (H ∩ (x+ a(tn + s+B(D))) + aνn)
whenever aν ≥ r −√r2 − a2(2D)2. It follows that
θHa (t+ ν; s) ≤ θBina (t; s) ≤ θHa (t; s)
θHa (t; s) ≤ θR
d\Bout
a (t; s) ≤ θHa (t− ν; s)
for such ν. Thus
|tH(a, β; s)− tBin(a, β; s)|, |tH(a, β; s)− tRd\Bout(a, β; s)| ≤ a−1(r −
√
r2 − (2aD)2)
≤Ma (3.5)
for some M > 0 depending only on r and D. Therefore,∣∣∣∣
∫ 2D
−2D
fBina (x+ atn)g
R
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)dt−
∫ 2D
−2D
fHa (x+ atn)g
H
a (x+ atn)dt
∣∣∣∣ ∈ O(a).
But for all a,∫ 2D
−2D
fHa (x+ atn)g
H
a (x+ atn)dt = (min
i∈I
tH− (0, βi;Bi)−max
j∈J
tH+ (0, ωj;Wj))
+
= (min
i∈I
{ϕρi(βi, n)− h(Bi, n)} −max
j∈J
{ϕρj(ωj, n) + h(Wˇj , n)})+.
Thus, the right hand side of (3.3) is forced to converge with this limit. A similar
argument applied to the left hand side finally forces the middle term to converge
with this limit as well, proving the theorem.
Remark 3.4. If the one or more of the intervals [0, βi] or (ωj, 1] are replaced by
[0, βi) or [ωj, 1], respectively, with βi, ωj ∈ (0, 1], the theorem clearly holds with the
corresponding ϕ replaced by ϕ˜ by a similar argument, as long as the intersection of
all the intervals does not contain either of 0 or 1.
3.2 Generalization to PSF’s with non-compact support
The proof of Theorem 3.3 generalizes to the case where supp ρ is non-compact and
satisfies:
Property 3.5. There is a C > 0 such that ρ ≤ C almost everywhere and the
function t 7→ − ∫
∂Hn
ρ(z − tn)dz is continuous for every n ∈ Sd−1.
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The condition is satisfied for most PSF’s occurring in practice, e.g. if ρ is bounded
and ρ(z) ∈ O(|z|k) for some k < −d. Property 3.5 clearly ensures:
Lemma 3.6. Let ρ have Property 3.5. Then t 7→ θHn(tn) is decreasing C1 with
d
dt
θHn(tn) = −
∫
∂Hn
ρ(z − tn)dz.
We first need some technical lemmas. Let
µ(R) =
∫
|z|≥R
ρ(z)dz.
By integrability of ρ, limR→∞ µ(R) = 0.
Lemma 3.7. Let x ∈ ∂X and a > 0 be fixed. Let K > 0 and 0 < R < r − 2aK,
and suppose ρ is a PSF with ρ ≤ C almost surely for some C > 0. Then there is a
constant M > 0 depending only on r, C, and K such that for all t ∈ R and s ∈ Rd
with |s|, |t| ≤ K,
0 ≤ θHa (t; s)− θBina (t; s) ≤ Ma−d(R + a|s|)d+1 + µ(a−1R)
0 ≤ θRd\Bouta (t; s)− θHa (t; s) ≤Ma−d(R + a|s|)d+1 + µ(a−1R).
Proof. Observe that R is chosen so small that
x+ a(tn + s) +B(R) ⊆ conv(Bin ∪ Bout)
whenever |s|, |t| ≤ K. Since
Bin ⊆ H ⊆ Bin ∪ A ∪ Rd\(x+ a(tn + s) +B(R))
where
A = (H\Bin) ∩ (x+ a(tn + s) +B(R)),
this ensures that
θHa (t; s) ≤
∫
Bin
ρa(z − (x+ a(tn + s))dz + a−d
∫
A
ρ(a−1(z − (x+ a(tn + s))))dz
+ a−d
∫
Rd\(x+a(tn+s)+B(R))
ρ(a−1(z − (x+ a(tn+ s))))dz
≤ θBina (t; s)) + a−dC
∫
Bd−1(R+a|s|)
(r −
√
r2 − |z|2)dz + µ(a−1R)
≤ θBina (t; s) +Ma−d(R + a|s|)d+1 + µ(a−1R)
where Bd−1(D) denotes the ball in Rd−1 of radius D.
The second inequality is similar, using
R
d\Bout ⊆ H ∪ (Rd\(x+ a(tn + s) +B(R))) ∪ B
with B = (Rd\(Bout ∪H)) ∩ (x+ a(tn + s) +B(R)).
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When n ∈ Sd−1 and s ∈ Rd are given, we shall say that β ∈ (0, 1) is a regular
value for θHn0 (·; s) if t 7→ θHn0 (t; s) = θHn0 (t+ 〈s, n〉; 0) has non-zero derivative on the
set {t ∈ R | θHn0 (t; s) = β}.
Lemma 3.8. Let x ∈ ∂X be fixed. Let ρ be a PSF satisfying Property 3.5 and
B ⊆ Rd a compact set. Suppose β ∈ (0, 1) is a regular value for θH0 (·; s) for all s ∈ B
and let K > 0 be given. Then there is a function γ(a) ∈ o(1) such that for all s ∈ B,
θR
d\Bout
a (t; s) < β for all t ∈ (tH(0, β; s) + γ(a), K]
θBina (t; s) > β for all t ∈ [−K, tH(0, β; s)− γ(a))
whenever a is sufficiently small. In particular, for a small enough
|tBin± (a, β; s)− tH(0, β; s)|, |tR
d\Bout
± (a, β; s)− tH(0, β; s)| ≤ γ(a)
whenever s ∈ B.
Proof. Since g(t, s) = d
dt
θH0 (t; s) is continuous and g(t
H(0, β; s), s) < 0 for all s ∈ B
by assumption, there is a δ > 0 such that
M1 = inf{−g(tH(0, β; s) + ξ, s) | s ∈ B, |ξ| ≤ δ} > 0.
Let s ∈ B, write t0 = tH(0, β; s), and let |ν| ≤ δ. By the mean value theorem there
is a |ξ| ≤ ν such that
θH0 (t0; s)− θH0 (t0 + ν; s) = −νg(t0 + ξ, s) ≥M1ν.
Put R(a) = aε where d
d+1
< ε < 1. Lemma 3.7 shows that
0 ≤ θRd\Bouta (t; s)− θH0 (t; s) ≤M2a−d(R(a) + a|s|)d+1 + µ(a−1R(a))
for all t ∈ [−K,K]. Thus, whenever
δ ≥ ν > M−11 (M2a−d(R(a) + a|s|)d+1 + µ(a−1R(a))),
we get
β > M2a
−d(R(a) + a|s|)d+1 + µ(a−1R(a)) + θH0 (t0 + ν; s) ≥ θR
d\Bout
a (t0 + ν; s)
and since ν 7→ θH0 (t + ν; s) is decreasing, this also holds when ν > δ as long as
t0 + ν ≤ K.
Thus we may take γ(a) to be
γ(a) = M−11 (M2a
−d(R(a) + a sup{|s|, s ∈ B})d+1 + µ(a−1R(a))).
Then γ(a) ∈ o(1) since ε(d + 1) − d > 0 and lima→0 µ(aε−1) = 0. The claim about
θBina is similar.
For the last claim, choose D > 0 such that µ(D) < β, 1 − β and B ⊆ B(D).
Then for a small enough,
x+ a(tn+ s +B(D)) ⊆ Bin ⊆ H
for all t ∈ [−a−1r,−2D], so for such t,
θH0 (t; s) ≥ θBina (t; s) ≥ 1− µ(D) > β.
The claim for tBin± (a, β; s) now follows from the first part with K replaced by 2D.
The claim about t
R
d\Bout
± (a, β; s) is similar.
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We can now state the main theorem for PSF’s with non-compact support:
Theorem 3.9. Theorem 3.3 also holds for PSF’s ρi, ρj having non-compact support
and satisfying Property 3.5 if βi, ωj ∈ (0, 1) are regular values for θHn,ρi0 (·; b) and
θ
Hn,ρj
0 (·;w), respectively, for all n ∈ Sd−1, b ∈ Bi, and w ∈ Wj.
Proof. The proof goes as in the case of compact support. We now choose D such
that µ(D) < min{βi, 1 − ωj | i ∈ I, j ∈ J} and all Bi,Wj ⊆ B(D) to ensure
that supp fXa g
X
a ⊆ ∂X ⊕ aB(2D). The same argument then reduces the proof to a
computation of the limit as a→∞ of∫ 2D
−2D
fXa (x+ atn)g
X
a (x+ atn)dt (3.6)
for each x ∈ ∂X.
We still have the inequalities
fR
d\Bout
a g
Bin
a ≤ fXa gXa ≤ fBina gR
d\Bout
a .
However, θBina and θ
R
d\Bout
a may not be injective. It is still true that∫ 2D
−2D
fBina (x+ atn)g
R
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)dt
≤ (min
i∈I
{tRd\Bout− (a, βi;Bi)} −max
j∈J
{tBin+ (a, ωj;Wj)}
)+
.
(3.7)
Moreover, Lemma 3.8 yields
fHa (x+ a(t− γ(a))n)gHa (x+ a(t + γ(a))n) ≤ fR
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)g
Bin
a (x+ atn)
and hence (
min
i∈I
{tH− (0, βi;Bi)− γ(a)} −max
j∈J
{tH+ (0, ωj;Wj) + γ(a)}
)+
≤
∫ 2D
−2D
fR
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)g
Bin
a (x+ atn)dt.
(3.8)
Both the right hand side of (3.7) and the left hand side of (3.8) converge to(
min
i∈I
{tH− (0, βi;Bi)} −max
j∈J
{tH+ (0, ωj;Wj)}
)+
by Lemma 3.8. Thus (3.6) is forced to converge with the same limit.
Remark 3.10. The condition that β is a regular value is easily satisfied given
Property 3.5, e.g. if ρ > 0 almost everywhere.
4 Applications to surface area estimation
The formulas of Section 3 have implications to surface area estimation. We derive
some of these below.
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4.1 Thresholded images
Theorem 3.3 and 3.9 apply directly to local algorithms for thresholded images:
Corollary 4.1. Let X ⊆ Rd be compact gentle, β ∈ [0, 1), ρ a PSF and (Bl,Wl) a
configuration. Suppose Bi = Bl, Wj = Wl, βi = ωj = β, and ρi = ρj = ρ satisfy the
conditions of either Theorem 3.3 or 3.9. Then
lim
a→0
ad−1EN(β)aLcl (X) = lim
a→0
a−1
∫
Rd
1{
θXa (z+aBl)⊆(β,1]
}1{
θXa (z+aWl)⊆[0,β]
}dz
=
∫
∂X
(−h(Bl ⊕ Wˇl, n))+dHd−1 (4.1)
= lim
a→0
ad−1ENaLcl (X).
In particular, if Vˆd−1 is a local estimator for black-and-white images,
lim
a→0
EVˆ (β)aLcd−1(X) = lim
a→0
EVˆ aLcd−1 (X).
The last equality in (4.1) is [5, Theorem 5].
The asymptotic mean of surface area estimators applied to thresholded images is
thus the same as for black-and-white images, so the asymptotic results in [4, 15, 16]
carry over:
Corollary 4.2. Let d > 1 and let Vˆd−1 a local algorithm. Let ρ and β be as in
Corollary 4.1. Then Vˆ (β)d−1 is asymptotically biased on both the class of r-regular
sets (see Definition 5.1 below) and on the class of compact convex polytopes with
non-empty interior.
4.2 Surface area estimators with n = 1
Consider the number of pixels with threshold value in some interval I ⊆ (0, 1)
NaLcI (X) = |{z ∈ aLc | θXa (z) ∈ I}|
where | · | denotes cardinality. This corresponds to the case n = 1 in Definition 2.2
with the function f = 1I . Theorem 3.3 and 3.9 yield:
Corollary 4.3. Let X ⊆ Rd be a compact gentle set, (β, ω] ⊆ (0, 1), and ρ a PSF.
Suppose βi = β, ωi = ω, Bi = Wj = {0}, and ρi = ρj = ρ satisfy the conditions of
either Theorem 3.3 or 3.9. Then
lim
a→0
ad−1ENaLc(β,ω](X) =
∫
∂X
(ϕρ(β, n)− ϕρ(ω, n))dHd−1. (4.2)
In particular, if ρ is rotation invariant, ϕρ(β) := ϕρ(β, n) is independent of n ∈ Sd−1,
so
1
2
(ϕρ(β)− ϕρ(ω))−1NaLc(β,ω] (4.3)
is an asymptotically unbiased estimator for Vd−1 on the class of compact gentle sets.
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Remark 4.4. If one or more of the open and closed ends of (β, ω] are changed, the
corresponding ϕ should be replaced by ϕ˜ in (4.2), yielding a similar statement for
all I ⊆ (0, 1).
For I = (0, 1) and ρ = ρB where B is the closure of its interior, this implies
lim
a→0
ad−1ENaLc(0,1)(X) =
∫
∂X
h(B ⊕ Bˇ, n)dHd−1.
In particular, if X and B are convex, this is the mixed volume 2V (X [d−1], B⊕ Bˇ),
see [12, Section 5].
Remark 4.5. Even if the grey-values in the output data are grouped into finitely
many (at least three) intervals, an estimator of the form NI can still be applied.
Suppose ρ is as in Theorem 3.3. The limit in (4.2) can also be written as∫
∂X
(ϕρ(β, n)− ϕρ(ω, n))dHd−1 =
∫
∂X
µn((β, ω])dHd−1 =
∫
∂X
∫
(0,1)
1(β,ω]dµndHd−1
where µn for n ∈ Sd−1 is the Lebesgue–Stieltjes measure defined by the increasing
right continuous function β 7→ −ϕρ(β, n).
Lemma 4.6. For any Borel set A ⊆ (0, 1), the function Sd−1 → R that is given by
n 7→ µn(A) is Borel measurable. In particular, for any compact gentle set X ⊆ Rd,
there is a Borel measure µX on (0, 1) defined by
µX(A) =
∫
∂X
∫
(0,1)
1AdµndHd−1.
Proof. Since ϕρ : Sd−1× (0, 1)→ R is measurable, n 7→ µn(A) is clearly measurable
for A belonging to the intersection stable collection of (β, ω] for β, ω ∈ [0, 1). The
claim now follows from Dynkin’s lemma.
Introduce the image measure
µXa = a
−1Hd−1 ◦ (θXa )−1
on (0, 1). If f : (0, 1)→ R is bounded measurable,
EVˆ (f)aLcd−1(X) =
∫
(0,1)
fdµXa .
Similarly, by standard arguments,∫
(0,1)
fdµX =
∫
∂X
∫
(0,1)
fdµndHd−1.
Theorem 3.3 and 3.9 yield:
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Corollary 4.7. If ρ is as in Theorem 3.3, µXa converges weakly to µ
X . In partic-
ular, for any f : (0, 1) → R that is bounded measurable and µX-almost everywhere
continuous,
lim
a→0
EVˆ (f)aLcd−1(X) =
∫
(0,1)
fdµX. (4.4)
If ρ satisfies Property 3.5 and [β, ω] ⊆ (0, 1) contains only regular values for
θHn0 (·; 0) for all n ∈ Sd−1, the restriction of µXa to (β, ω) converges weakly to µX
restricted to the same interval. In particular, (4.4) holds in this situation as well if
supp f ⊆ (β, ω).
Proof. Suppose first that ρ is as in Theorem 3.3. Taking f = 1(0,ω] shows that
lim
a→0
µXa ((0, ω]) = µ
X((0, ω])
for all ω ∈ (0, 1). Moreover, Remark 3.4 shows that
lim
a→0
µXa ((0, 1)) =
∫
∂X
(ϕρ(0, n)− ϕ˜ρ(1, n))dHd−1.
By monotone convergence, this equals
µX((0, 1)) = sup
ω<1
µX((0, ω])
= sup
ω<1
∫
∂X
(ϕρ(0, n)− ϕρ(ω, n))dHd−1
=
∫
∂X
(ϕρ(0, n)− inf
ω<1
{ϕρ(ω, n)})dHd−1
=
∫
∂X
(ϕρ(0, n)− ϕ˜ρ(1, n))dHd−1.
The weak convergence follows. The non-compact case is similar.
If ρ is rotation invariant, ϕρ(β) = ϕρ(β, n), and hence µ := µn, is independent
of n ∈ Sd−1. Thus (4.4) reduces to:
Corollary 4.8. Suppose ρ is rotation invariant. Under the assumptions of Corol-
lary 4.7,
lim
a→0
EVˆ (f)aLcd−1(X) = 2Vd−1(X)
∫
(0,1)
fdµ.
That is, Vˆ (f)d−1 is asymptotically unbiased if and only if 2
∫
(0,1)
fdµ = 1.
If ρ is not rotation invariant, we can get bounds on the worst case asymptotic
relative mean error instead:
Corollary 4.9. Under the assumptions of Corollary 4.7,
Err(Vˆ (f)d−1) ≤ sup
n∈Sd−1
∣∣∣∣2
∫ 1
0
fdµn − 1
∣∣∣∣ (4.5)
with equality if ρ is reflection invariant or f satisfies f(x) = f(1− x).
For any f , the function f˜(x) = 1
2
(f(x) + f(1− x)) satisfies f˜(x) = f˜(1− x) and
Err(Vˆ (f˜)d−1) ≤ Err(Vˆ (f)d−1).
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Proof. Err(Vˆ (f)d−1) is given by
sup
X∈S
∣∣∣∣ lima→0EVˆ (f)
aLc
d−1(X)
Vd−1(X)
− 1
∣∣∣∣ = sup
X∈S
∣∣∣∣Vd−1(X)−1
∫
∂X
∫ 1
0
fdµndHd−1 − 1
∣∣∣∣
≤ sup
X∈S
∣∣∣∣Vd−1(X)−1
∫
∂X
∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
fdµn − 1
2
∣∣∣∣dHd−1
∣∣∣∣
≤ sup
n∈Sd−1
∣∣∣∣2
∫ 1
0
fdµn − 1
∣∣∣∣.
Let nk ∈ Sd−1 be a sequence with
∣∣2 ∫ 1
0
fdµnk − 1
∣∣ converging to the latter
supremum and choose an orthonormal basis u1k, . . . , u
d−1
k for n
⊥
k and a sequence
tk > 0 such that limk→∞ tk = 0. Observe that µn(A) = µ−n(1 − A). Assuming ρ
reflection invariant or f(x) = f(1 − x), the asymptotic relative bias on the sets
[0, tknk]⊕
⊕d−1
i=1 [0, u
i
k] thus converges to the right hand side of the inequality.
The last claim follows from∣∣∣∣ lima→0EVˆ (f˜)
aLc
d−1(X)
Vd−1(X)
− 1
∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
2
(∣∣∣∣ lima→0EVˆ (f)
aLc
d−1(X)
Vd−1(X)
− 1
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ lima→0EVˆ (f)
aLc
d−1(−X)
Vd−1(−X) − 1
∣∣∣∣
)
.
5 Second order formulas
To obtain a second order version of Theorem 3.3, we need to be able to control
the second order behaviour of the boundary of underlying set X ⊆ Rd. We assume
throughout the section that d > 1. Thus we shall restrict attention to the class of
r-regular sets:
Definition 5.1. A closed subset X ⊆ Rd is called r-regular for some r > 0 if for all
x ∈ ∂X there exist two balls Bin and Bout of radius r both containing x such that
Bin ⊆ X and int(Bout) ⊆ Rd\X. The unique outward pointing normal vector at x is
denoted by n(x).
It can be proved [1] that if X is r-regular, then ∂X is a C1 manifold with
Hd−1-almost everywhere differentiable normal vector field. In particular, its principal
curvatures k1, . . . , kd−1 ≤ r−1, corresponding to the orthogonal principal directions
e1, . . . , ed−1 ∈ T∂X, can be defined almost everywhere as the eigenvalues of the
differential dn. Thus the second fundamental form IIx on the tangent space Tx∂X
is defined for Hd−1-almost all x ∈ ∂X. For ∑d−1i=1 αiei ∈ Tx∂X, IIx is the quadratic
form given by
IIx
(
d−1∑
i=1
αiei
)
=
d−1∑
i=1
ki(x)α
2
i
whenever dxn is defined. In particular, the trace is Tr II = k1 + · · ·+ kd−1.
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The integrated mean curvature 2pi(d − 1)−1Vd−2 can thus be defined [1] for r-
regular sets by
Vd−2(X) =
1
2pi
∫
∂X
Tr(II)dHd−1.
Let T ε∂X = {(x, α) | α ∈ Tx∂X, |α| < ε}. We need the following lemma. A proof
can be found e.g. in [14].
Lemma 5.2. Let X be an r-regular set. There is a unique function q : T r∂X → R
such that for α ∈ Tx∂X, q(x, α) is the unique q ∈ [−r, r] with x+ α + qn(x) ∈ ∂X.
There is a constant C > 0 such that
q(x, α) ≤ C|α|2
for all (x, α) ∈ T r∂X. Moreover,
lim
a→0
a−2q(x, aα) = −1
2
IIx(α).
We also make the following observation:
Lemma 5.3. If X is r-regular, K > 0, and ρ has compact support, then for all a
sufficiently small, the map t 7→ θXa (t; s) is decreasing on the interval [−a−1r, a−1r]
for all s ∈ B(K).
Proof. Suppose supp ρ ⊆ B(D). By Lemma 5.2,
(x+ a(tn + s+B(D))) ∩X − aνn ⊆ (x+ a((t− ν)n + s+B(D))) ∩X
for all s ∈ B(K), ν > 0, and t, t− ν ∈ [−a−1r, a−1r] whenever a is sufficiently small.
Hence,
θXa (t; s) =
∫
(x+a(tn+s+B(D)))∩X−νn
ρa(z − (x+ a((t− ν)n+ s)))dz
≤
∫
(x+a((t−ν)n+s+B(D)))∩X
ρa(z − (x+ a((t− ν)n + s)))dz
= θXa (t− ν; s).
For z ∈ Rd and n ∈ Sd−1, we write z = (zn⊥, zn) where zn = 〈z, n〉 ∈ R and
zn⊥ ∈ n⊥ is the projection of z onto n⊥.
Let x ∈ ∂X. Define the quadratic approximation Q(x) to X at x by
Q(x) = {z ∈ Rd | |(z − x)n| ≤ −12IIx((z − x)n⊥)}.
If x ∈ ∂X is understood, we simply write Q := Q(x).
Definition 5.4. Suppose ρ is continuous with compact support. For x ∈ ∂X and β0
a regular value for θH0 (·; s), define
ψQ(x)(β0; s) =
ψ1
(
tH(0, β0; s); s
)
ψ2
(
tH(0, β0; s); s
) = −ψ1(tH(0, β0; s); s) d
dβ
tH(0, β; s)|β=β0
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where
ψ1(t; s) = −1
2
∫
n(x)⊥
IIx(z)ρ(z − sn⊥,−t− sn))dz
ψ2(t; s) = − d
dt
θH0 (t; s) =
∫
n(x)⊥
ρ(z − sn⊥,−t− sn))dz.
Lemma 5.5. Let X be r-regular and x ∈ ∂X. Suppose ρ is continuous and has
compact support. Let B ⊆ Rd compact and assume β0 ∈ (0, 1) is a regular value
for θH0 (·; s) for all s ∈ B. Then the function (a, s) 7→ tQ(a, β0; s) extends to a well-
defined C1 function on (−ε, ε)× U for some ε > 0 and U ⊇ B open so that for all
(a, s) ∈ (0, ε)× U , tQ(a, β0; s) is the unique t with θQa (t; s) = β0. Moreover,
tQ(a, β0; s) = t
H(0, β0; s) + aψ
Q(β0; s) + o(a)
and sups∈B |tQ(a, β0; s)− tH(a, β0; s)| ∈ O(a).
Proof. First observe that
θQa (t; s) = θ
H
a (t; s) + θ
Q\H
a (t; s)− θH\Qa (t; s).
Suppose supp ρ, B ⊆ B(D). We first rewrite the latter terms:
θQ\Ha (t; s) =
∫
Q\H
ρa(z − (x+ a(tn+ s)))dz
= a−d
∫
n⊥
∫ 0∨(−1
2
II(z
n⊥
)
)
0
ρ(a−1zn⊥ − sn⊥, a−1zn − (t + sn))dzndzn⊥
= a−1
∫
Bn
⊥ (2D)
∫ 0∨(−a2 1
2
II(z
n⊥
)
)
0
ρ(zn⊥ − sn⊥, a−1zn − (t+ sn))dzndzn⊥
= a
∫
Bn
⊥ (2D)
∫ 0∨(−1
2
II(z
n⊥
)
)
0
ρ(zn⊥ − sn⊥, azn − (t + sn))dzndzn⊥
where Bn
⊥
(2D) is the ball in n⊥ of radius 2D. Similarly,
θH\Qa (t; s) = a
∫
Bn
⊥ (2D)
∫ 0
0∧
(
−
1
2
II(z
n⊥
)
) ρ(zn⊥ − sn⊥, azn − (t+ sn))dzndzn⊥.
This computation shows that θQa (t; s) extends continuously to a well-defined function
for all (a, t, s) ∈ R2+d. Denote this function by
β(a, t; s) = θH0 (t; s) + a
∫
Bn
⊥ (2D)
∫ −1
2
II(z
n⊥
)
0
ρ(zn⊥ − sn⊥, azn − (t+ sn))dzndzn⊥.
The assumptions on ρ imply that β(a, t; s) is C1 in (a, t, s) and
d
da
β(a, t; s) = − 1
2
∫
Bn
⊥ (2D)
II(zn⊥)ρ(zn⊥ − sn⊥,−a12II(zn⊥)− (t + sn))dzn⊥
d
dt
β(a, t; s) =
d
dt
θH0 (t; s) + a
∫
Bn
⊥ (2D)
(
ρ(zn⊥ − sn⊥,−(t+ sn))
− ρ(zn⊥ − sn⊥,−a12II(zn⊥)− (t + sn))
)
dzn⊥.
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Again, these functions are clearly continuous.
In particular, at a = 0 we obtain
β(0, t; s) = θH0 (t; s)
d
da
β(a, t; s)|a=0 = −1
2
∫
n⊥
II(zn⊥)ρ(zn⊥ − sn⊥,−(t+ sn))dzn⊥
d
dt
β(a, t; s)|a=0 =
d
dt
θH0 (t; s).
Since d
dt
β(0, t; s)|t=tH(0,β0;s) < 0 for all s ∈ B by assumption, the implicit function
theorem yields that in a neighborhood of the compact set {0}×B, the solution t to
β(a, t; s) = β0 is given by a C
1 function (a, s) 7→ tQ(a, β0; s) with
tQ(a, β0; s) = t
H(0, β0; s)− a
d
da
β(a, tH(0, β0; s); s)|a=0
d
dt
β(0, t; s)|t=tH(0,β0;s)
+ o(a).
The last claim follows from the mean value theorem, since for 0 ≤ a0 ≤ ε2 ,
|tQ(a0, β0; s)− tH(0, β0; s)| = a0
∣∣∣ d
da
tQ(a, β0; s)|a=a′
∣∣∣
≤ a0 sup
{∣∣∣ d
da
tQ(a, β0; s)
∣∣∣ ∣∣∣a ∈ [0, ε2], s ∈ B}
where a′ ∈ [0, a0] and the latter supremum is finite by continuity.
Lemma 5.6. Let X be r-regular, x ∈ ∂X, and B ⊆ Rd compact. Let ρ be continuous
with compact support. Then there is a function λ(a) ∈ o(a) such that
|θQa (t; s)− θXa (t; s)| ≤ λ(a)
for all t ∈ [−a−1r, a−1r] and s ∈ B.
If, moreover, β0 is a regular value for θ
H
0 (·; s) for all s ∈ B, there is a constant
M > 0 such that for all s ∈ B,
|tQ(a, β0; s)− tX(a, β0; s)| ≤Mλ(a).
Proof. Suppose B, supp ρ ⊆ B(D). Observe that
|θQa (t; s)− θXa (t; s)| ≤
∫
Q\X∪X\Q
ρa(z − (x+ a(tn + s)))dz
= a
∫
n⊥
∫ (−1
2
II(z
n⊥
)
)
∨a−2q(x,az
n⊥
)(
−
1
2
II(z
n⊥
)
)
∧a−2q(x,az
n⊥
)
ρ(zn⊥ − sn⊥, azn − (t+ sn))dzndzn⊥
≤ a sup ρ
∫
Bn
⊥ (2D)
|1
2
II(zn⊥) + a
−2q(x, azn⊥)|dzn⊥.
As |1
2
II(zn⊥) + a
−2q(x, azn⊥)| is bounded for zn⊥ ∈ T 2Dx ∂X and a ∈ (0, r2D ] by
Lemma 5.2, the same lemma combined with Lebesgue’s theorem yields that
λ(a) = a sup ρ
∫
Bn
⊥ (2D)
|1
2
II(zn⊥) + a
−2q(x, azn⊥)|dzn⊥ ∈ o(a).
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Now suppose β0 is a regular value for θ
H
0 (·; s) for all s ∈ B. The function
d
dt
β(a, t; s) from the proof of Lemma 5.5 was continuous in (a, t, s), so there is a
neighborhood of the compact set {(0, tH(0, β0; s), s) ∈ R2+d | s ∈ B} on which
d
dt
β(a, t; s) > 0. In particular, there are constants δ, ε,M1 > 0 such that
− inf
{ d
dt
β(a, t; s)
∣∣∣ a ∈ [0, ε], s ∈ B, |t− tH(0, β0; s)| ≤ δ} =M1.
Thus for a ∈ (0, ε) and t, t+ ν ∈ [tH(0, β0; s)− δ, tH(0, β0; s) + δ],
θQa (t + ν; s)− θQa (t; s) ≤ −M1ν.
Hence,
θXa (t+ ν; s)− θQa (t; s) ≤ λ(a)−M1ν.
As lima→0 t
Q(a, β0; s) = t
H(0, β0; s) uniformly for s ∈ B by Lemma 5.5,
|tQ(a, β0; s)− tH(0, β0; s)| < 12δ
for all s ∈ B and a sufficiently small. Thus, if θQa (t; s) = β0, then θXa (t + ν; s) < β0
for 1
2
δ ≥ ν > M−11 λ(a). So if a is so small that 12δ > M−11 λ(a),
tX(a, β0; s)− tQ(a, β0; s) ≤M−11 λ(a)
for all s ∈ B. The other inequality is similar.
Theorem 5.7. Let X be a closed r-regular set and A ⊆ Rd be bounded measurable.
Let I and J be non-empty finite index sets. For i ∈ I and j ∈ J , let Bi,Wj ⊆ Rd
be non-empty compact strictly convex sets and let ρi, ρj be continuous PSF’s with
compact support. Suppose that βi, ωj ∈ (0, 1) are regular values for θHn,ρi0 (·; b) and
θ
Hn,ρj
0 (·;w), respectively, for all n ∈ Sd−1, b ∈ Bi, and w ∈ Wj. Then∫
ξ−1
∂X
(A)
∏
i∈I
1{
θ
X,ρi
a (x+aBi)⊆(βi,1]
}∏
j∈J
1{
θ
X,ρj
a (x+aWj)⊆[0,ωj ]
}dx
= a
∫
∂X∩A
(
tH− (0, β;B)− tH+ (0, ω;W )
)+
dHd−1
+ a2
∫
∂X∩A
(
1
2
Tr II
(
tH− (0, β;B)
2 − tH+ (0, ω;W )2
)
1{
tH− (0,β;B)>t
H
+ (0,ω;W )
}
+
(
min
i∈I′(n)
{ψQ,ρi(βi, Bi)} − max
j∈J ′(n)
{ψQ,ρj(ωj;Wj
)})1{
tH− (0,β;B)>t
H
+
(0,ω;W )
}
+
(
min
i∈I′(n)
{ψQ,ρi(βi, Bi)} − max
j∈J ′(n)
{ψQ,ρj(ωj;Wj)}
)+
1{
tH− (0,β;B)=t
H
+
(0,ω;W )
})dHd−1
+ o(a2).
The following notation is used in the theorem and its proof:
tX− (a, β;B) = min
i∈I
{tX− (a, βi;Bi)}
tX+ (a, ω;W ) = max
j∈J
{tX+ (a, ωj;Wj)}.
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Moreover, I ′, J ′ are the index sets
I ′(n) = {i0 ∈ I | tHn− (0, β;B) = tHn− (0, βi0;Bi0)}
J ′(n) = {j0 ∈ J | tHn+ (0, ω;W ) = tHn+ (0, ωj0;Wj0)}
and
ψQ(x),ρi(βi;Bi) = ψ
Q(x),ρi(βi; bi(n))
ψQ(x),ρj(ωj ;Wj) = ψ
Q(x),ρj (ωj;wj(n))
where bi(n) ∈ Bi and wj(n) ∈ Wj are unique with h(Bi, n) = 〈bi(n), n〉 and
h(Wˇj, n) = −〈wj(n), n〉, respectively.
Proof. For an r-regular set X, the formula (3.1) simplifies for 2aD < r to the Weyl
tube formula∫
Rd
1ξ−1
∂X
(A)f
X
a (x)g
X
a (x)dx
=
d∑
m=1
∫
∂X∩A
∫ r
−r
tm−1fXa (x+ tn)g
X
a (x+ tn)dtsm−1(k)Hd−1(dx)
where D is chosen as in the the proof of Theorem 3.3 and sm(k) denotes the mth
symmetric polynomial in the principal curvatures. Again
a−2
∫ r
−r
tm−1fXa (x+ tn)g
X
a (x+ tn)dt ≤ m−1am−2(2D)m
and hence Lebesgue’s theorem yields
lim
a→0
a−2
d∑
m=2
∫
∂X
∫ r
−r
tm−1fXa (x+ tn)g
X
a (x+ tn)dtsk−1(k)Hd−1(dx)
=
∫
∂X
(
lim
a→0
∫ 2D
−2D
tfXa (x+ atn)g
X
a (x+ atn)dt
)
s1(k)Hd−1(dx)
if the limit of the inner integral exists. The m = 1 term will be treated separately.
Again we get the inequalities (3.2) for all a small enough and thus
1
2
((tBin− (a, β;B)
+)2 − (tRd\Bout+ (a, ω;W )+)2)1{tBin− (a,β;B)>tRd\Bout+ (a,ω;W )}
=
∫ 2D
0
tfR
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)g
Bin
a (x+ atn)dt
≤
∫ 2D
0
tfXa (x+ atn)g
X
a (x+ atn)dt (5.1)
≤
∫ 2D
0
tfBina (x+ atn)g
R
d\Bout
a (x+ atn)dt
= 1
2
((t
R
d\Bout
− (a, β;B)
+)2 − (tBin+ (a, ω;W )+)2)1{tRd\Bout− (a,β;B)>tBin+ (a,ω;W )}
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so (3.5) forces the middle integral to converge to
1
2
((tH− (0, β;B)
+)2 − (tH+ (0, ω;W )+)2)1{tH− (0,β;B)>tH+ (0,ω;W )}.
The integration over [−2D, 0] is similar, except the inequalities in (5.1) are switched.
It remains to determine the asymptotics of
a−1
∫
∂X∩A
∫ 2D
−2D
(
fXa (x+atn)g
X
a (x+atn)dt− (tH− (0, β;B)− tH+(0, ω;W ))+
)Hd−1(dx).
(5.2)
The proof of Theorem 3.3 yields M, ε > 0 depending only on r, ρ, and D such that
(tH− (0, β, B)− tH+ (0, ω;W )− 2Ma)+ ≤
∫ D
−D
fXa (x+ atn)g
X
a (x+ atn)dt
≤ (tH− (0, β;B)− tH+ (0, ω;W ) + 2Ma)+
for all a < ε. Hence
a−1
(∫ 2D
−2D
fXa (x+ atn)g
X
a (x+ atn)dt− (tH− (0, β;B)− tH+ (0, ω;W ))+
)
≤ 2M, (5.3)
allowing us to apply Lebesgue’s theorem to (5.2). Since θXa (·; s) is decreasing by
Lemma 5.3,∫ 2D
−2D
fXa (x+ atn)g
X
a (x+ atn)dt = (t
X
− (a, β;B)− tX+ (a, ω;W ))+.
By Lemma 5.6,∣∣(tX− (a, βi;B)− tX+ (a, ωj;W ))+ − (tQ−(a, βi;B)− tQ+(a, ωj;W ))+∣∣
≤∣∣tQ−(a, βi;B)− tX− (a, βi;B)∣∣ + ∣∣tQ+(a, ωj;W )− tX+ (a, ωj ;W )∣∣
≤max
i∈I
sup
b∈Bi
{|tQ(a, βi; b)− tX(a, βi; b)|}+max
j∈J
sup
w∈Wj
{|tQ(a, ωj ;w)− tX(a, ωj;w)|}
≤2Mλ(a).
Hence the limit of (5.3) equals the limit of
a−1((tQ−(a, β;B)− tQ+(a, ω;W ))+ − (tH− (0, β;B)− tH+ (0, ω;W ))+). (5.4)
The last part of Lemma 5.5 yields that
||tQ−(a, β;B)− tQ+(a, ω;W )| − |tH− (0, β;B)− tH+ (0, ω;W )||
≤ |tQ−(a, β;B)− tH− (0, β;B)|+ |tQ+(a, ω;W )− tH+ (0, ω;W )|
≤ 2Ma
so that (5.4) equals
a−1
(
(tQ−(a, β;B)− tH− (0, β;B)− (tQ+(a, ω;W )− tH+ (0, ω;W )))1{tH−(0,β;B)>tH+ (0,ω;W )}
+ (tQ−(a, β;B)− tH− (0, β;B)− (tQ+(a, ω;W )− tH+ (0, ω;W )))+1{tH− (0,β;B)=tH+ (0,ω;W )}
)
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for sufficiently small a.
As Bi is strictly convex, there is a unique bi ∈ Bi with h(Bi, n) = 〈bi, n〉. In
particular,
min
i∈I
inf
b∈Bi
{tH(0, βi; b)} = min
i∈I
tH(0, βi; bi) = t
H(0, βi0; bi0) (5.5)
for all i0 ∈ I ′(n).
Since b 7→ tQ(a, βi; b) is continuous and Bi is compact, there is a bi(a) ∈ Bi for
every a such that
inf
b∈Bi
{tQ(a, βi; b)} = tQ(a, βi; bi(a)).
On the other hand, Lemma 5.5 yields an M > 0 such that for all b ∈ Bi,
|tQ(a, βi; b)− tH(0, βi; b)| ≤Ma.
Thus tQ(a, βi; bi(a)) ≤ tQ(a, βi; bi) implies that
0 ≤ tH(0, βi; bi(a))− tH(0, βi; bi) = 〈bi, n〉 − 〈bi(a), n〉 ≤ 2Ma.
Strict convexity and compactness of Bi thus implies that lima→0 bi(a) = bi and again
continuity yields
lim
a→0
tQ−(a; βi;Bi) = lim
a→0
tQ(a, βi; bi(a)) = t
Q(0, βi; bi) = t
H
− (0, βi;Bi).
Using (5.5), this yields
tQ−(a, βi;B)− tH− (0, βi;B) = min
i∈I′(n)
{tQ−(a, βi;Bi)− tH− (0, βi;Bi)}
for a sufficiently small.
On the other hand, Lemma 5.5 shows that there are a′, a′′ ∈ [0, a] such that
tQ(a, βi; bi)− tH(0, βi; bi) = a d
da
tQ(a, βi; bi)|a=a′
tQ(a, βi; bi(a))− tH(0, βi; bi(a)) = a d
da
tQ(a, βi; bi(a))|a=a′′ .
Subtracting these equations and using tH(0, βi; bi) ≤ tH(0, βi; bi(a)) yields
0 ≤ a−1(tQ(a, βi, bi)− tQ(a, βi; bi(a)))
≤ d
da
tQ(a, βi; bi)|a=a′ − d
da
tQ(a, βi; bi(a))|a=a′′ .
The right hand side goes to zero for a → 0 by continuity of (a, b) 7→ d
da
tQ(a, βi; b),
so
lim
a→0
a−1(tQ−(a, βi;B)− tH− (0, βi;B)) = min
i∈I′(n)
{lim
a→0
a−1(tQ−(a, βi;Bi)− tH− (0, βi;Bi))}
= min
i∈I′(n)
{lim
a→0
a−1(tQ(a, βi; bi(a))− tH(0, βi; bi))}
= min
i∈I′(n)
{lim
a→0
a−1(tQ(a, βi; bi)− tH(0, βi; bi))}
= min
i∈I′(n)
{ψQ,ρi(βi; bi)}.
The W terms in (5.4) are handled similarly, completing the proof.
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The next theorem is a modification intended for estimators of the type (2.2). For
n ∈ Sd−1, let νn be the signed measure
νn = ν
1
n − ν2n
where ν1n is the Lebesgue–Stieltjes measure on the interval (0, 1) defined by the
function β 7→ −1
2
(ϕρ(β, n)+)2 and ν2n the Lebesgue–Stieltjes measure defined by the
function β 7→ 1
2
(ϕρ(β, n)−)2.
Theorem 5.8. Let X be a compact r-regular set. Let ρ be continuous with compact
support such that all β ∈ (0, 1) are regular values for θHn0 (·; 0) for all n ∈ Sd−1. Let
f : [0, 1] → R have supp f ⊆ [β, ω] for some β, ω ∈ (0, 1) and suppose f is C1 on
(β, ω) with f ′ bounded and that f+(β) = limx→β+ f(x) and f−(ω) = limx→ω− f(x)
exist. Then∫
Rd
f ◦ θXa dHd = a
∫
(0,1)
fdµX
+ a2
∫
∂X
(
Tr II
∫
(0,1)
fdνn − 1
2
∫
R
f ′(θHn0 (t; 0))
∫
n⊥
II(z)ρ(z − tn)dzdt
+ f+(β)ψ
Q(β; 0)− f−(ω)ψQ(ω; 0)
)
dHd−1
+ o(a2).
Proof. Since |f ◦θXa | ≤M1∂X⊕aB(D) for someM > 0 if supp ρ ⊆ B(D), we still have
the formula
a−2
∫
Rd
f ◦ θXa (z)dz = a−2
d∑
m=1
∫
∂X
∫ aD
−aD
tm−1f ◦ θXa (x+ tn)dtsm−1(k)Hd−1(dx)
and the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.7 show that Lebesgue’s the-
orem can be applied to determine the limit of terms with m ≥ 2 and that all terms
with m ≥ 3 vanish asymptotically.
For a Borel set A ⊆ (0, 1), let
ν1n,a(A) =
∫ D
0
t1A∩(β,ω)(θ
X
a (x+ atn))dt.
This defines a measure concentrated on (β, ω) where it coincides with the Lebesgue-
Stieltjes measure determined by the function α 7→ −(tX(a, α; 0)+)2. It follows from
the proof of Theorem 5.7 and the same arguments as in the proof of Corollary 4.7
that ν1n,a converges weakly to ν
1
n and hence
lim
a→0
∫ D
0
tf ◦ θXa (x+ atn)dt = lim
a→0
∫
(0,1)
fdν1n,a =
∫
(0,1)
fdν1n.
The integration over [−r, 0] is handled similarly, showing that
lim
a→0
∫ D
−D
tf ◦ θXa (x+ atn)dt =
∫
(0,1)
fdνn.
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It remains to consider the m = 1 term. The assumptions on ϕ(·, n)−1 = θH0 (·; 0)
ensures ∫
(0,1)
fdµn =
∫ 1
0
f(β)
d
dβ
ϕ(β, n)dβ =
∫ D
−D
f ◦ θH0 (t; 0)dt.
Thus we must determine the limit of
a−1
∫
∂X
∫ D
−D
(f ◦ θXa (t; 0)− f ◦ θH0 (t; 0))dtdHd−1.
Note that
|f ◦ θXa (t; 0)− f ◦ θH0 (t; 0)| ≤ sup |f ′||θXa (t; 0)− θH0 (t; 0)|1A1 + sup |f |1R\A1∪A2
where
A1 = {t ∈ (−D,D) | θXa (t; 0), θH0 (t; 0) ∈ (β, ω)}
A2 = {t ∈ (−D,D) | θXa (t; 0), θH0 (t; 0) /∈ (β, ω)}.
By the proof of Theorem 3.3,
H1(R\A1 ∪ A2) = |tX(a, β; 0)− tH(0, β; 0)|+ |tX(a, ω; 0)− tH(0, ω; 0)|
≤M1a
where M1 can be chosen independently of x by r-regularity. Moreover,
|θXa (t; 0)− θH0 (t; 0)| ≤ max{|θBina (t; 0)− θH0 (t; 0)|, |θR
d\Bout
a (t; 0)− θH0 (t; 0)|}
≤ a−d sup ρ
∫
aBd−1(D)
(r −
√
r2 − |z|2)dz
≤M2a
where M2 is again uniform by r-regularity. Hence
a−1
∣∣∣∣
∫ D
−D
(f ◦ θXa (t; 0)− f ◦ θH0 (t; 0))dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2D sup |f ′|M2 + sup |f |M1
and thus we can apply Lebesgue’s theorem to the m = 1 term as well if only we can
determine the limit of
a−1
∫ D
−D
(f ◦ θXa (t; 0)− f ◦ θH0 (t; 0))dt. (5.6)
By Lemma 5.6,
a−1
∫ D
−D
|f ◦ θXa (t; 0)− f ◦ θQa (t; 0)|dt
≤ a−1
∫ D
−D
(sup |f ′||θXa (t; 0)− θQa (t; 0)|1B1 + sup |f |1R\(B1∪B2))dt
≤ 2DM3a−1λ(a) + a−1 sup |f |H1(R\(B1 ∪ B2))
≤ 2DM3a−1λ(a) +M4a−1λ(a).
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for some M3,M4 > 0 where
B1 = {t ∈ (−D,D) | θXa (t; 0), θQa (t; 0) ∈ (β, ω)}
B2 = {t ∈ (−D,D) | θXa (t; 0), θQa (t; 0) /∈ (β, ω)}.
Hence the limit of (5.6) equals the limit of
a−1
∫ D
−D
(f ◦ θQa (t; 0)− f ◦ θH0 (t; 0))dt.
As in the proof of Lemma 5.5, θQa (t; 0) extends to a C
1 function β(a, t; 0) for
(a, t) ∈ R2. Introduce the following sets:
C1(a) = {t ∈ (−D,D) | β(a, t; 0), β(0, t; 0) ∈ (β, ω)}
C1β(a) = {t ∈ (−D,D) | β(0, t; 0) ≤ β < β(a, t; 0)}
C2β(a) = {t ∈ (−D,D) | β(a, t; 0) ≤ β < β(0, t; 0)}.
First consider
|f ◦ β(a, t; 0)− f ◦ β(0, t; 0)|1C1(a) ≤ a sup |f ′| sup
(a,t)∈B
{ d
da
β(a, t; 0)
}
1C1(a)
where B is a compact neighborhood of {0} × ϕ([ω, β], n). It follows that
lim
a→0
a−1
∫
C1(a)
(f ◦ θQa (t; 0)− f ◦ θH0 (t; 0))dt
=
∫
R
lim
a→0
1C1(a)a
−1(f ◦ β(a, t; 0)− f ◦ β(0, t; 0))dt
=
∫
R
1C1(0)
d
da
f ◦ β(a, t; 0)|a=0dt
= −1
2
∫
ϕ((β,ω),n)
f ′(θH0 (t; 0))
∫
n⊥
II(z)ρ(z − tn)dzdt.
Next C1β(a) ∪ C2β(a) is the interval
[tH(0, β; 0)1C1
β
(a) + t
Q(a, β; 0)1C2
β
(a), t
H(0, β; 0)1C2
β
(a) + t
Q(a, β; 0)1C1
β
(a)]
and
1C1β(a)∪C
2
β (a)
(f ◦ β(a, t; 0)− f ◦ β(0, t; 0)) = f ◦ β(a, t; 0)1C1β(a) − f ◦ β(0, t; 0)1C2β(a).
Let ε > 0 and t ∈ C1β(a). Then
|t− tH(0, β; 0)| ≤ |tH(0, β; 0)− tQ(a, β; 0)| ≤ M4a
and hence
|f ◦ β(a, t; 0)− f ◦ β(0, t; 0)− f+(β)| = |f ◦ β(a, t; 0)− f+(β)| ≤ ε
M4
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for a sufficiently small, since β is continuous. A similar argument for t ∈ C2β(a) yields
a−1
∣∣∣∣
∫
C1β(a)∪C
2
β (a)
(f ◦ β(a, t; 0)− f ◦ β(0, t; 0)− f+(β)(1C1
β
(a)(t)− 1C2
β
(a)(t)))dt
∣∣∣∣
= a−1
∣∣∣∣
∫ tQ(a,β;0)
tH (0,β;0)
(f ◦ β(a, t; 0) + f ◦ β(0, t; 0)− f+(β))dt
∣∣∣∣
≤ a−1
∣∣∣∣
∫ tQ(a,β;0)
tH (0,β;0)
ε
M4
dt
∣∣∣∣
≤ ε
for all a sufficiently small. It follows that
lim
a→0
a−1
∫
C1(a)∪C2(a)
(f ◦ β(a, t; 0)− f ◦ β(0, t; 0))dt = lim
a→0
a−1
∫ tQ(a,β;0)
tH (0,β;0)
f+(β)dt
= lim
a→0
a−1(tQ(a, β; 0)− tH(0, β; 0))f+(β)
= ψQ(β; 0)f+(β).
The ω terms are handled similarly.
6 Applications of the second order formula
6.1 Thresholding
In the case where a grey-scale image is thresholded at level β, Theorem 5.7 reduces
to:
Corollary 6.1. Let (Bl,Wl) be a configuration. Let X and ρ be as in Theorem 5.7
and let β ∈ (0, 1) be a regular value for θHn0 (·; c) for all c ∈ Bl ∪Wl and n ∈ Sd−1.
Then
EN(β)aLcl (X) = a
∫
∂X
(−h(Bl ⊕ Wˇl, n))+dHd−1
+ a2
∫
∂X
((
1
2
((ϕρ(β, n)− h(Bl, n))2 − (ϕρ(β, n) + h(Wˇl, n))2) Tr II
+ min
b∈B+l (n)
{ψQ(β; b)} − max
w∈W−l (n)
{ψQ(β;w)}
)
1{
h(Bl⊕Wˇl,n)<0
}
+
(
min
b∈B+
l
(n)
{ψQ(β; b)} − max
w∈W−
l
(n)
{ψQ(β;w)}
)+
1{
h(Bl⊕Wˇl,n)=0
})dHd−1
+ o(a2).
Here S±(n) is short for the support set {s ∈ S | h(S,±n) = 〈s,±n〉}. Comparing
with the formula [14, Theorem 4.3] for the black-and-white case, the first order term
is the same, whereas the second order term now depends on ρ and β. However, if ρ
is reflection invariant and β = 1
2
, then ϕρ(β, n) = 0 and the first line in the second
order term is the same as in the black-and-white case.
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If supp ρ ⊆ B(D) and c ∈ Bl ∪Wl, then ϕρ(β, n) ∈ (−D,D) and hence
|ψQ(x),ρ(β; c) + 1
2
IIx(c)| ≤ 12r−1(D2 + 2dn2D).
Thus, if ρ is concentrated near 0, so that θX(z) approximates the Dirac measure
δz(X), the formula is close to the corresponding formula in the black-and-white
case.
6.2 First order bias of surface area estimators
For surface area estimators, Theorem 5.8 yields:
Corollary 6.2. Let X, f , and ρ be as in Theorem 5.8. Then a first order expansion
of
EVˆ (f)aLcd−1(X) = a
−1
∫
Rd
f ◦ θXa dHd−1
is given by Theorem 5.8.
In particular if ρ is reflection invariant, then 1− θHn0 (t; 0) = θHn0 (−t; 0). If, more-
over, f satisfies f(x) = f(1− x),∫
(0,1)
fdνn = 0
f ′(θHn0 (t; 0)) = −f ′(θHn0 (−t; 0))
f+(β)ψ
Q(x)(β; 0) = f−(1− β)ψQ(x)(1− β; 0).
Thus the second order term in Theorem 5.8 vanishes. This yields:
Corollary 6.3. For X, f , and ρ as in Theorem 5.8 with ρ reflection invariant and
f(x) = f(1− x),
EVˆ (f)aLcd−1(X) =
∫
(0,1)
fdµX + o(a).
Recall that the condition f(x) = f(1− x) was already justified by Corollary 4.9
in order to minimize the asymptotic bias.
Example 6.4. Assume ρ is rotation invariant. Under the assumptions of Theo-
rem 5.8, Corollary 6.3 shows that for the asymptotically unbiased estimators (4.3),
choosing ω = 1 − β yields the best approximations in finite high resolution. These
estimators take the form ϕρ(β)−1NaLc(β,1−β)(X).
6.3 Estimation of the integrated mean curvature
Similarly, for estimators for Vd−2, we obtain:
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Corollary 6.5. Let X, f , and ρ be as in Theorem 5.8. Then
EVˆ (f)aLcd−2(X) = a
−1
∫
(0,1)
fdµX
+
∫
∂X
(
Tr II
∫
(0,1)
fdνn − 1
2
∫
R
f ′(θHn0 (t; 0))
∫
n⊥
II(z)ρ(z − tn)dzdt
+ f+(β)ψ
Q(β; 0)− f−(ω)ψQ(ω; 0)
)
dHd−1
+ o(1).
In particular, lima→0 EVˆ (f)
aLc
d−2(X) exists if ρ is reflection invariant and f satisfies
f(x) = −f(1− x).
Suppose ρ is rotation invariant and f is as in Theorem 5.8 with f(x) = −f(1−x).
In particular, ω = 1− β for some β ∈ (0, 1
2
). Then we have∫ ϕ(β)
ϕ(1−β)
f ′(θH0 (t; 0))
∫
n⊥
II(z)ρ(z − tn)dzdt
=
∫ ϕ(β)
−ϕ(β)
f ′(θH0 (t; 0))
∫ ∞
0
∫
Sd−2
II(u)r2ρt(r)r
d−2Hd−2(du)drdt
= κd−1 Tr II
∫ ϕ(β)
−ϕ(β)
f ′(θH0 (t; 0))
∫
n⊥
|z|2ρ(z − tn)dzdt
where for a fixed t ∈ R, ρt is the function ρ(z − tn) = ρt(|z|) for z ∈ n⊥. Moreover,
f+(β)ψ
Q(β; 0)− f−(1− β)ψQ(1− β; 0) = 2f+(β)ψQ(β; 0)
= f+(β)ϕ
′(β)
∫ ∞
0
∫
Sd−2
II(u)r2ρϕ(β)(r)r
d−2Hd−2(du)dr
= κd−1 Tr IIf+(β)ϕ
′(β)
∫
n⊥
|z|2ρ(z − ϕ(β)n)dz.
Introducing the constants
c1 =
∫
(0,1)
fdνn =
∫ ϕ(β)
−ϕ(β)
tf ◦ θH0 (t; 0)dt
c2 = κd−1f+(β)ϕ
′(β)
∫
n⊥
|z|2ρ(z − ϕ(β)n)dz
c3 = −κd−1
2
∫ ϕ(β)
−ϕ(β)
f ′(θH0 (t; 0))
∫
n⊥
|z|2ρ(z − tn)dzdt,
we obtain:
Corollary 6.6. For X, f , and ρ as in Theorem 5.8 with ρ rotation invariant and
f(x) = −f(1− x),
lim
a→0
EVˆ (f)aLcd−2(X) = (c1 + c2 + c3)
∫
∂X
Tr IIdHd−1 = 2pi(c1 + c2 + c3)Vd−2(X)
In particular, Vˆ (f)d−2 is asymptotically unbiased if and only if c1+c2+c3 = (2pi)
−1.
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Example 6.7. Let f(x) = (x− 1
2
)1(β,1−β). Then
c1 =
∫ ϕ(β)
−ϕ(β)
t(θH0 (t; 0)− 12)dt
=
∫ ϕ(β)
−ϕ(β)
t
∫ −t
−∞
∫
n⊥
ρ(z + sn)dzdsdt
=
∫ ϕ(β)
−∞
∫ (−s)∧ϕ(β)
−ϕ(β)
tdt
∫
n⊥
ρ(z + sn)dzds
=
∫ ϕ(β)
−ϕ(β)
1
2
(s2 − ϕ(β)2)
∫
n⊥
ρ(z + sn)dzds
=
1
2
∫ ϕ(β)
−ϕ(β)
∫
n⊥
s2ρ(z − sn)dzds+ ϕ(β)2(β − 1
2
).
It follows that
c1 + c2 + c3 = d1(ϕ(β))d
′
1(ϕ(β))
−1d′2(ϕ(β))− d2(ϕ(β))
where
d1(t) =
1
2
(θH0 (t; 0)− θH0 (−t; 0))
d2(t) =
1
2
∫ t
−t
∫
n⊥
(κd−1|z|2 − s2)ρ(z − sn)dzds.
However, d′2(0) > 0 and d
′
2(t) < 0 for t
2 ≥ D2
1+κd−1
where supp ρ ⊆ B(D). By
continuity and the fact that d2(0) = 0, d2 must have a local maximum at some
t0 ∈
(
0, D√
1+κd−1
)
with d2(t0) > 0. Hence c1+c2+c3 6= 0 for β in some neighborhood
of β0 = θ
H
0 (t0; 0).
It follows that the function
f(x) = (2pi(c1 + c2 + c3))
−1
(
x− 1
2
)
1(β0,1−β0)(x)
yields an asymptotically unbiased estimator for Vd−2. If ρ is known, the constants
c1, c2, c3, and β0 can be determined directly by the above, otherwise these constants
could be determined experimentally.
Example 6.8. A similar argument shows that also the estimator N(β, 1
2
)−N( 1
2
,1−β) is
asymptotically unbiased up to some constant factor which is non-zero for a suitable
β ∈ (0, 1
2
). This estimator has the same advantage as (4.3) that it can be applied
even if the grey-values are only known discretely.
7 Discussion
To judge from the results of this paper, it seems that the blurring of digital images
should be considered a help rather than an obstacle to the estimation of intrinsic vol-
umes. The biasedness of local algorithms in the black-and-white case can be viewed
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as a consequence of the rotational asymmetry of the n×· · ·×n pixel configurations
when n > 1. For n = 1 there is only one estimator, namely the volume estimator,
which is well known to be unbiased. In the grey-scale setting, choosing n = 1, thus
avoiding the asymmetry, leads to a wide range of estimators, allowing instead an ex-
ploitation of the symmetry of a rotation invariant PSF to obtain information about
the lower intrinsic volumes.
One should keep in mind, however, that the results of this paper are only asymp-
totic and say nothing about how the suggested algorithms work in finite resolution.
Especially because of the assumptions on the asymptotic behaviour of the PSF.
Moreover, it is not possible to say much from the asymptotic results about which
algorithms work best in practice. For instance, it is not clear how to choose β best
possible for the estimator N(β,1−β). Thus local grey-scale algorithms should be care-
fully studied and tested in finite resolution before being taken into use.
In some practical applications it may be possible to adjust the PSF, for instance
if the PSF has the form ρB. The results of this paper could be used to design
measurements such that the suggested algorithms apply, for instance by choosing a
PSF of the form ρB with B rotation invariant rather than the classical ρC0 .
From the mathematical viewpoint, the proven existence of asymptotically unbi-
ased estimators for intrinsic volumes Vq with q = d, d− 1, d− 2 naturally raises the
question whether it stops here or generalizes to the remaining Vq with q < d− 2. A
proof would probably require some stronger smoothness assumptions on both X, ρ,
and f and maybe a whole different approach.
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